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Beschrijving onderzoek 
Achtergrond van onderzoek: 
The incidence of stage IV patients with melanoma of unknown primary (MUP) is increasing 
and is estimated to comprise approximately 3% of all stage IV melanoma diagnoses1. The 
MUP patients are reported to have at least similar but often favorable survival when 
compared to patients with stage-matched melanomas of known primary (MKP)2-4. It is 
conceivable that this favorable outcome is associated with enhanced anti-tumor immune 
responses. In addition, it is suggested that the host immune response induces complete 
spontaneous regression resulting in missed or absent primary lesions. Clinical trials 
investigating novel therapeutic agents (immunotherapy and targeted therapy) have not 
reported the outcomes of MUP patients separately. Recently, only one retrospective single-
center study reported on 23 MUP patients treated with systemic therapy. They compared 
these results with those from patients with MUP and MKP reported in literature and 
concluded that MUP patients have poorer outcomes on systemic therapy than MKP patients, 
which is in contrast with the hypothesis above5. In the current study, we will analyze 
characteristics and survival of MUP patients treated with novel therapeutic agents in the 
Netherlands. This may help to further improve treatment strategies of MUP patients. 
 
Onderzoeksvraag:  
Hypothesis 
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It is hypothesized that MUP patients treated with novel therapeutic agents (immunotherapy 
and /or targeted therapy) have favorable outcome when compared to matched MKP patients.  
 
Primary objective 
To assess overall survival of MUP patients treated with novel therapeutic agents compared 
to matched MKP patients.  
 
Secondary objective 
To analyze differences in baseline characteristics between MUP and MKP patients.  
 
Onderzoeksopzet: 

1. Baseline characteristics 
Potential differences in baseline characteristics will be analysed including age, gender, 
WHO-performance, stage-presentation (e.g. synchronous vs. metachronous advanced 
disease), mutation status (e.g. BRAF status), site of metastasis (e.g. central nervous 
system), serum lactate dehydrogenase, local treatment (e.g. perfusion, radiotherapy), and 
systemic treatment (e.g. immunotherapy, targeted therapy).   

2. Survival 
Overall survival of MUP and matched MKP patients will be compared. Patients will be 
matched according to several factors including mutation status and treatment.    
 
Onderzoekspopulatie: 
All patients with MUP and MKP registered in the DMTR database who were treated with any 
of the novel therapeutic agents.  
 
Statistiek: 
Descriptive statistics will be applied for baseline characteristics. Differences between the 
groups will be calculated using chi-square tests, Fisher’s exact tests or non-parametric 
Mann-Whitney U tests, as appropriate. Overall survival will be calculated from date of start of 
systemic treatment until last follow-up or death. Melanoma-specific overall survival will be 
calculated from from date of start of systemic treatment until last follow-up or melanoma 
specific death (deaths from another cause will be censored). The Kaplan-Meier method will 
be used to assess survival estimates and median survival time (months) for the several 
subgroups. Differences between the subgroups will be assessed by means of the log rank 
test. All analyses will be performed with SPSS. A P value less than or equal to 0.05 will be 
considered statistically significant. 
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